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Answers 

Practice exam questions 
Anne Hodgson 

Answers to the questions on pp. 6, 11 and 20. 

Highlighting hair dye (p. 6) 
1 a Benzene-1,2-diol, 1,2-dihydroxybenzene or 1,2-benzenediol 

 b Cyclohexa-3,5-diene-1,2-dione (commonly called 1,2-benzoquinone) 

2 Thiol 

3  

  
 

A brief history of… (p. 11) 
1 a There are 6.02214 × 1023 carbon atoms in 12 g of carbon-12 

 Therefore there are !.#$$%&	×	%#
)*

%$
 = 5.01845 × 1022 C atoms in 1 g 

 If 5.01845 × 1022 C atoms release 30 kJ (30 000 J) of energy on combustion then 1 C atom 
 releases +#	###

,.#%-&,	×	%#))	
 = 5.97794 × 10-19 J 

 b One atom of 235U undergoing nuclear fission releases 206.3 MeV 

 We know that 1 J is equivalent to 6.2415 × 1018 eV 

 So the energy released by burning one atom of carbon is equivalent to  
 5.97794 × 10–19 J × 6.2415 × 1018 º 3.7311 eV  

 Which is +..+%%
$#!.+	×	%#/

 = 0.000000018th of the energy released by one atom of 235U undergoing 
 nuclear fission 
 Or, as $#!.+	×	%#

/

+..+%%
 = 55 292 005 we can say that one uranium atom releases 55.3 million times 

 more energy than one atom of carbon 

2 a An atom of 239Pu contains 94 protons and (239 – 94) = 145 neutrons  

 b As one amu is converted to 931.5 MeV of energy (as described by E = mc2), the mass 
 defect responsible for the 207.1 MeV of energy released when an atom of 239Pu undergoes 
 fission is:$#..%

0+%.,
 = 0.222 amu. 
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Lead’s poisonous legacy (p. 20) 
1 a 

  
 b The lead atom has four electron pairs, all bond pairs, around it, so VSEPR (Valence 
Shell Electron Pair Repulsion) theory predicts a tetrahedral geometry (like methane), with bond angles 
of 109.5°.  

  
2 Ar(Pb) = ((%.,	×	$#+.0.)	3	($&.#	×	$#,.0.)	3	($$.#	×	$#!.0-)	3	(,$.,	×	$#..0-))

%##
	 = 207.22 (5 sf) 
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